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Abstract
In this note we will study, for a space taken from two di3erent classes of spaces, the decom-
position of the loop space on such a space into atomic factors. The 6rst class consists of certain
mapping cones of maps between wedge products of Moore spaces. The second one is a p-local
version of the class of coformal spaces from rational homotopy theory. As an application we
verify Moore’s conjecture about homotopy exponents for these spaces.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary: 55P35; secondary: 55Q52
1. Introduction and statement of results
In homotopy theory decompositions of loop spaces into atomic factors proved to be
important. The theorem of Hilton [21] is a famous example of such a result. It gives
a decomposition of the loop space of a 6nite wedge product of spheres. In [6] Anick
proved a secondary p-local version.
Theorem 1 (Anick). Let W0 and W1 be nite wedge products of simply connected
p-local spheres and f :W1 → W0 a map with mapping cone Cf. Let p¿max (3; 12
(dimCf − 1)) and suppose that H∗(Cf;Z(p)) is torsion free. Then Cf is of the
homotopy type of a weak product having as factors p-local spheres of odd dimension
and loop spaces of such spheres.
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A p-local space is called atomic if the 6rst non-vanishing homotopy group of X
is cyclic and if any self-map of X which induces an isomorphism on this homotopy
group is a homotopy equivalence. Our 6rst result is a torsion version of Theorem 1. To
state it we recall the following facts about the atomic factors of the loops on a Moore
space Pm(pn), of type pn with top cell in dimension m¿ 3 where p¿ 3, see [14].
For ‘; n∈N+ let S2‘+1{pn} be the homotopy 6ber of the degree pn map on S2‘+1.
Moreover, let T 2‘+1{pn} denote the Cohen–Moore–Neisendorfer factor of P2‘+1(pn).
These spaces are atomic except for T 3{p}  T 2p+1{p}×U with U atomic. The loop
space of Pm(pn) decomposes into a weak product with factors of these types. Let
Tn = {S2‘+1{pn}; T 2‘+1{pn} | ‘¿ 1}
if n¿ 1 and add U to this set if n = 1. We write T for the union of all the Tn.
Furthermore, let S = {S2‘+1(p) ; S2‘+1(p) | ‘¿ 1} where S2‘+1(p) is the p-local sphere.
Theorem 2. Let r¿ 1 and p¿ 5. Let W0 and W1 be nite wedge products of r-
connected Moore spaces of type pn and let f :W1 → W0 be a map with mapping
cone Cf. Let dimCf6N=min(r+2p−3; rp−1) and suppose that H˜∗(Cf;Z(p)) is
a free Z=pnZ-module. Then Cf is of the homotopy type of a weak product having
as factors spaces in Tn.
Remark 1. The loop space of Cf where f is the Whitehead product of id and the
Bockstein of id on P4n(p) has a decomposition in which a more complicated factor
shows up [9]. So a condition on H∗(Cf;Z(p)) is necessary in order for the conclusion
of the theorem to hold.
The next class of spaces whose loop space decompositions will be considered is
quadratic in another way. This class is a p-local version of the class of coformal spaces
in rational homotopy theory [26]. To de6ne it we recall another result of Anick. Let
R ⊆ Q be a subring. Denote by CWmr (R) the category of R-local CW -complexes of
dimension 6m which are (r+1)-reduced, i.e. which have trivial r-skeleton. Moreover,
let Lm−1r−1 (R) denote the category of di3erential graded Lie algebras over R which are
free as graded Lie algebras on a free graded module V . This module is concentrated
in dimensions s for r6 s6m − 1. By the main result of [5], if the smallest prime
p not invertible in R satis6es m6min (r + 2p − 3; rp − 1), there is an equivalence
between the homotopy category of CWmr (R) and that of L
m−1
r−1 (R). We will apply this
for R= Z(p), the localization of Z at p.
Denition 1. An object (LV; @) of Lm−1r−1 (Z(p)) is called Z=pZ-coformal if there is a
homomorphism of dg Lie algebras
’ : (LV ⊗ Z=pZ; @⊗ 1)→ (H∗(LV ;Z=pZ); @= 0)
which induces an isomorphism on homology.
Denition 2. A space X in CWmr (Z(p)) with m6N is called Z=p-coformal if a Lie
model from Lm−1r−1 (Z(p)) representing X in homotopy is Z=pZ-coformal.
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Remark 2. Using the homotopy theory of simplicial spaces in a form initiated by
Dwyer et al. [16,17], one can give a more geometric interpretation of the class of
coformal spaces. I hope to come back to this point in a later paper.
Theorem 3. Let X in CWmr (Z(p)) be Z=pZ-coformal of nite type. Suppose that
H˜∗(X ;Z(p)) is torsion free. Then X is of the homotopy type of a weak prod-
uct having as factors spaces in S.
Theorem 4. Let X in CWmr (Z(p)) be Z=pZ-coformal of nite type. Suppose that
H˜∗(X ;Z(p)) is a free Z=pnZ-module. Then X is of the homotopy type of a weak
product having as factors spaces in Tn.
A space X is said to have a homotopy exponent at p if, for some n, pn annihilates
the p-torsion in ∗(X ). According to a conjecture of Moore, a 6nite 1-connected
complex X admits an exponent at p if and only if dim ∗(X )⊗Q¡∞.
Corollary 1. Let X be as in Theorems 1–4. Then the Moore conjecture is true for X .
Proof. This follows from the known homotopy exponents of the spaces in S ∪ T
[13,14,25].
Remark 3. It has been conjectured by Anick that the loop space of any 1-connected
6nite complex decomposes into a weak product with factors in S ∪T at almost all
primes. An example in [4] shows that the conjecture is false if one uses only S. In
view of a result in [22], the conjecture is true for spaces with dim ∗(X ) ⊗ Q¡∞.
The present paper is motivated by Anick’s question. As has been noted above, one
has to make simplifying assumptions on the Bockstein spectral sequence to avoid the
factors in [9]. We will deal with them in a later paper. The study of two cones is the
second step, if one tries to attack Anick’s question by induction on the cone-length.
Coformal spaces are related to another inductive scheme. Their Z=pZ-minimal model,
as constructed in [19], is purely quadratic. Note that every Z=pZ-minimal model of a
space in CWmr (Z(p)) can be seen as a deformation of a quadratic model (see Section 4).
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Theorem 2 up to certain
technical results on Adams–Hilton models which are given in Section 3. Section 4 is
devoted to the proof of Theorems 3 and 4. Examples are studied in Section 5.
2. Proof of Theorem 2
Denote by ErH and E
r
 the homology and homotopy Bockstein spectral sequences,
respectively, at p [22]. By Anick [8] (Theorem 9), Theorem 2 is proved if we can
show that, for each r, as a Z=pZ-algebra, ErH (Cf) is generated by
im(hr :Er(Cf)→ ErH (Cf));
where hr is induced by the modp Hurewicz homomorphism.
Next, we recall what is known about the homology of Cf. A model for Cf in
Lm−1r−1 (Z(p)) can be chosen to be of the form (L(V0 ⊕ V1); @) = (LV; @) in the pushout
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diagram
s−1V1 (s−1V1    V1)
(V0     V1)V0
i
Lf (∗)
where LV0 and Ls−1V1 represent W0 and W1, respectively, Lf is induced up to homo-
topy by f#, the loops on the adjoint of f, and the complex s−1V1⊕V1 is acyclic. The
universal enveloping algebra ULV is a valid Adams–Hilton model [1] for Cf. More-
over, the Hopf algebra ULV with coproduct determined by setting V to be primitive is
a model for Cf in the sense of [7] where model means model as a Hopf algebra up to
homotopy. A theorem proved by Halperin [19] shows that the homology of ULV with
coeNcients in Z=pZ is isomorphic as a Hopf algebra to an enveloping algebra UL of a
Lie algebra L. Various authors have computed the loop space homology of two cones
[2,6,11,18]. We quote the following results from these sources. The Lie algebra L is a
semi-direct product of a Lie algebra L with a free graded Lie algebra LW . There is
an isomorphism of Hopf algebras between UL and
im (H∗((i);Z=pZ) :H∗(W0;Z=pZ)→ H∗(Cf;Z=pZ));
where i :W0 ,→ Cf is the inclusion. The action of L on LW is induced by the adjoint
action of LV0 on LV . Moreover, the Lie algebra L inherits a second grading from the
one on LV which is determined by setting |V0|=0; |V1|=1. From now on we will call
this grading the degree in contrast to the homological dimension. Finally, the vector
spaces L and W are concentrated in degrees 0 and 1, respectively. So H∗(ULV ;Z=pZ)
is generated as an algebra by elements in degrees 6 1. We are going to show that
L ⊆ im hr and that W ⊆ im hr modulo elements of degree zero. This will suNce.
Note that E1H (Cf) = · · ·=EnH (Cf) and that En+1H (Cf) = 0 by our assumption. We
denote the image of L under these identi6cations by the same symbol.
Lemma 2.1. The vector space L is in the image of hr for r6 n.
Proof. Let r = 1 and consider the commutative diagram

*
(W1; /p)
*(f ) *(i)
H*(i)H*(f )

*
(W0; /p) *(Cf; /p)
H
*
(W0; /p)H*(W1; /p) H*(Cf; /p)
h1 h1 h1
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Since W0 is a wedge of Moore spaces it follows that LV0 ⊗ Z=pZ ⊆ im h1. Since
UL = imH∗(i) we see that L ⊆ im h1. Recall that ∗(X ;Z=pZ) is a graded
Lie algebra for p¿ 5. Under our assumption on p, h1 is an isomorphism onto the
primitives of H∗(Cf;Z=pZ) for ∗6m − 1. So by a well known spectral sequence
argument hr is an isomorphism onto the primitives for ∗¡m− 1 and an epimorphism
for ∗= m− 1. Since LV0 ⊗ Z=pZ is generated in dimensions 6m− 1 so is L. Note
that hr respects the Lie structures. This proves the lemma.
Finding elements which map to W under hr is more complicated. While in 2.1,
we used Samelson products of the basic classes in ∗(W0;Z=pZ), we have to use
secondary homotopy operations to construct pre-images for elements of W . Moreover,
recall [24, Section 5]) that there are spectral systems in the sense of Cartan–Eilenberg
[12, Chapter 7] formed by the groups ∗(Y ;Z=prZ) and H∗(Y ;Z=prZ). The structure
maps are associated with the exact sequences
Z=prZ Z=pr+sZ Z=psZ:
For example, there are self-maps "r and "
r
H of Z=prZ Moore spaces and Z=prZ
Eilenberg–Mac Lane spaces, respectively, which correspond to multiplication by pr−1
in Z=prZ. The Er-term of the homotopy Bockstein spectral sequence is then isomor-
phic to im ("r∗ : ∗(Y ;Z=pr) → ∗(Y ;Z=pr)) and similarly for ErH . Furthermore, the
Hurewicz homomorphism with various coeNcients induces a map between the homo-
topy and the homology spectral system [24]. All this will be used in the proof of the
following
Proposition 2.2. The vector space W is in the image of hr modulo elements of degree
zero.
Proof. Let w1 ∈W . By [6] (4.1), the Lie element w1 can be represented by a Lie
element u1 ∈ LV ⊗ Z=pZ of degree 1. Here we use degree w1 = 1 and p¿ 5 since U
and H∗ do not commute in positive characteristic. The Hurewicz homomorphism h(n)
with coeNcients in Z=pnZ for the loops of W0 and W1 is an isomorphism onto the
primitives of H∗(Wj;Z=pn)(j∈{0; 1}) for ∗6m−1. These primitives are isomorphic
to LV0 ⊗ Z=pnZ and Ls−1V1 ⊗ Z=pnZ, respectively. All this is well known.
Let % :V0 ⊗ Z=pnZ→ ∗(W0;Z=pnZ) be the restriction of a Lie map from LV0 ⊗
Z=pnZ which splits h(n), and let & : s−1V1 ⊗Z=pnZ→ ∗(W1;Z=pnZ) have the same
properties. Choose bases {vi0}; {s−1vj1} for V0 ⊗ Z=pnZ and s−1V1 ⊗ Z=pnZ such that
each basis element corresponds under % and & to the inclusion of one Moore space into
W0 and W1 or to the Bockstein )n of such an inclusion. We will denote the reductions
of these bases modp as well as liftings to V0 and s−1V1 by the same symbols.
Write u1 =
∑q
k=1 ,
1
k [v
k0
1 ; v
k1
0 ; : : : v
ks
0 ] with ,
1
k ∈Z=pZ, where [vk01 ; vk10 · · · ] stands for
[vk01 [v
k1
0 [ · · · ]]. Since the homology of ULV is Z=pnZ-free, the cycle u1 lifts to a cycle
ur ∈ULV ⊗ Z=prZ for r6 n which is represented as ur =
∑q
k=1 ,
r
k [v
k0
1 ; v
k1
0 · · · ] such
that ,rk reduces to ,
1
k modp.
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Let @ be the boundary operator in LV ⊗ Z=pnZ. Note that
0 =
q∑
k=1
,nk [@v
k0
1 ; v
k1
0 · · · ];
and each summand is in LV0⊗Z=pnZ, since the boundary operators of LV0 and Ls−1V1
are zero modpn. It follows that the relation
0 =
q∑
k=1
,nk [%@v
k0
1 ; %v
k1
0 · · · ]
holds in ∗(W0;Z=pnZ).
Put jk = ,nk [%@v
k0
1 ; %v
k1
0 · · · ]. The element %@vk01 equals ±%Lf(s−1vk01 ) as inspection
of the diagram ∗ shows where the minus sign occurs if )ns−1vk01 = 0. So it represents
the restriction of f# to one of the Moore spaces or )n of such a map. It follows
that (i) ◦ jk = 0 in ∗(Cf;Z=pnZ) for all k. Putting these facts together we see
that the Toda bracket T = 〈(i); ∨qk=1 jk ;∇q〉 is de6ned [30] where ∇q is the iterated
coproduct of P|w1|−1(pn).
Lemma 2.3. There is -n ∈T which is mapped under h(n) to the class of un modulo
degree zero elements.
See Section 3 for the proof. Let us now show how this lemma implies the proposition.
Denote the map corresponding to the reduction Z=pn  Z=pr in the homotopy and
homology spectral system by .n;r and .
n;r
H , respectively. Then the classes induced by
-n in Er and un in E
r
H are represented by "
r
∗ ◦ .n;r (-n) and "rH∗ ◦ .n;rH (un). Since the
Hurewicz homomorphism induces a map of spectral systems we 6nd that
hr ◦ "r∗ ◦ .n;r (-n) = "rH∗ ◦ .n;rH ◦ h(n)(-n)
= "rH∗ ◦ .n;rH (un + something in degree zero):
Since "rH and .
n;r
H respect the bigrading and because "
r
H∗ ◦.n;rH (un)= "rH∗(ur) represents
w1 in ErH , we see that w1 is in im h
r modulo degree zero.
Proof of Theorem 2. Note that L and W generate ErH (Cf) for r6 n. The degree
zero part of ErH (Cf) is in the image of h
r since L ⊆ im hr by 2.1. Hence UL ⊆
〈im hr〉 where 〈A〉 denotes the algebra generated by the subset A of ErH . By 2.2, we
have
W ⊆ im hr + degree zero ⊆ 〈 im hr〉:
This implies 〈LW;L〉 ⊆ 〈im hr〉.
3. Proof of Lemma 2.3
In this section we study the modpn Hurewicz image of elements in the Toda bracket
de6ned above. We need some lemmas about Adams–Hilton models. These are the
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exact torsion analog of the results in [2] (Section 5). We work over the ground ring
Z(p); p¿ 5. The category algs(Z(p)) of s-reduced chain algebras over Z(p) carries a
closed model category structure [31] in which the weak equivalences are the quisms,
i.e. maps inducing isomorphisms on homology. The published accounts in [23,10] treat
only the case where the ground ring is a 6eld or establish the weaker structure of a
co6bration category on the category alg (Z(p)) of all chain algebras. We will not use
more than the co6bration category structure of [10]. Suppose that X is a 2-reduced
CW -complex. Then the cobar construction on the reduced chain complex of X is 6brant
and co6brant and admits a quism 0X to the cubical chains CU (X ) on the Moore
loops of X . Recall that, as an algebra, the cobar construction on a dg coalgebra V is
isomorphic to Ts−1V where T denotes the tensor algebra functor. We write (A(X ); 0X )
for any 6brant and co6brant model of CU (X ). A model for a map f :X → Y in
Top∗ is a homomorphism A(f) :A(X )→ A(Y ) such that
0Y ◦ A(f)  CU (f) ◦0X
via some algebra homotopy Gf which is arbitrary, i.e. not part of the structure. For
pair maps there is an obvious relative version. A key property of models concerns the
situation where a 2-reduced CW -complex X =∪Xi with subcomplexes Xi is given. The
model of X can then be patched together from the A(Xi) as long as d|Xi and 0Xi agree
an A(Xi ∩ Xj). Under a similar coherency condition a model for a map f :X → Y is
determined by the models A(f|Xi).
We want to analyze the e3ect on homology of elements in
T =
〈
(i);
q∨
k=1
jk ; ∇q
〉
:
Consider the adjoint bracket T # = 〈i;∨ j#k ; 3∇q〉 where all Samelson products in jk are
replaced by Whitehead products. For each 4∈T the restriction of the loop of the adjoint
4# to P|w1|(pn) agrees with 4 up to homotopy. So we must look at Adams–Hilton
models of 4#.
Recall that, given a system of maps in Top∗
X
f→Y g→Z h→W
with g ◦ f  ∗ and h ◦ g  ∗, the Toda bracket 〈h; g; f〉 is the subset of [3X;W ]
de6ned as follows: two null homotopies H1 and H2 for g ◦ f and h ◦ g, respectively,
de6ne mappings
3X h1→Cg; Cg h2→W;
and the Toda bracket is the set of homotopy classes of all compositions h2 ◦ h1. It
can be viewed as a double coset of [3X;W ] of the form AzB where A= 3f∗[3Y;W ]
and B= h∗[3X; Z]. Moreover, Quillen has shown that Toda brackets can be de6ned in
each model category [28]. We consider 6rst the composition j# ◦ 3∇q. Let H1 be a
homotopy from j# ◦ 3∇q to ∗. Then h1 is de6ned as H1 on the top cone of
3P|w1|(pn)) = C(P|w1|(pn))
⋃
P|w1|(pn)
C(P|w1|(pn))
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and by C(3∇q) on the bottom cone. Using the decomposition of 3P|w1|(pn) as above,
we see that we can choose a model as follows:
A(3P|w1|(pn)) = T (y1; Oy 1; x; Ox; y2; Oy 2) with @yi = pn Oy i+x; @ Oy i =−x; i∈{1; 2}
@x = pn Ox; @ Ox = 0:
The model of Cj# may be taken to be the following pushout:
A(   P|w1|(pn))
q
k=1
A(C    P|w1|(pn))
A(C #)
A(  #)
A(i)
A(W0)
q
k=1
So if we put A(W0) = TV0 as above, then
A(Cj# ) ∼= TV0 ∗ T (x1; Ox1; : : : ; xq; Oxq)
with di3erential induced by A(j#). The symbol ∗ denotes the free sum of associative
algebras. Let Hk2 be a homotopy from i ◦ j#k to ∗. Write hk2 :Cj#k → Cf for the map
de6ned by Hk2 . Together these maps de6ne h2.
Let (K; @) be a Z(p)-free chain complex concentrated in positive dimensions and CK
the cone on V in the category chain (Z(p)) of chain complexes over Z(p). For a pair
A; B of chain algebras which are free as Z(p)-modules the generalized homotopy groups
of homotopy classes of maps
[TK ;A]; [TCK; TK ; A; B]
form a long exact sequence. Moreover, there are isomorphisms
[TK ;A]alg ∼= [K ;A]chain ;
[TCK; TK ;A; B]alg ∼= [CK; K ;A; B]chain
induced by adjointness of T and the forgetful functor. Here TK denotes the tensor
algebra on the chain complex K with the induced di3erential.
Suppose that the object K of chain (Z(p)) is Z(p)-free and 6nitely generated in each
dimension. By Dold [15](4.5.), K is a direct sum of elementary complexes of the form
Z(p)(v); @v= 0; Z(p)(v; Ov); @v= ps Ov:
For V elementary with homology concentrated in dimension n− 1 there is, for any
Z(p)-free chain complex A, an isomorphism
[V; A]chain ∼= Hn−<(A;Hn−1V );
where < is one for V of the 6rst form and zero for V of the second form.
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By the remark above, we get a similar isomorphism for K of 6nite type and Z(p)-free.
The following four lemmas are needed for the proof of 2.3.
Lemma 3.1. Let (X; Y ) be a pair of 2-reduced CW -complexes and (A(X ); A(Y )) a
compatible pair of models. Suppose that
i∗ :H∗(A(Y ); Z=pnZ)→ H∗(A(X );Z=pnZ)
is an epimorphism. Let ‘¿ 3 and consider a map
g :P‘(pn)→ Y
such that g followed by the inclusion into X is nullhomotopic. Then any extension of
a model A(i ◦ g) to A(CP‘(pn)) denes an Adams–Hilton model for any extension
( Og; g) : (CP‘(pn); P‘(pn))→ (X; Y ) of g.
Proof. Let (A( Og); A(g)) : (A(CP‘(pn)); A(P‘(pn)))→ (A(X ); A(Y )) be a model and G Og
a relative algebra homotopy as required. Let
k :A(CP‘(pn))→ A(X )
be an arbitrary extension of A(g). From the long exact homotopy modpn sequence of
the pair (A(X ); A(Y )), and the surjectivity of i∗ it follows that the classes (k; A(g)) and
(A( Og); A(g)) in
[A(CP‘(pn)); A(P‘(pn)); A(X ); A(Y )]alg
are the same. We may suppose that
(A(CP‘(pn)); A(P‘(pn))) = (TCK; TK)
with K = Z(p)(x
pn→ Ox). There is an isomorphism
[TCK; TK ; A(X ); A(Y )]alg ∼= [CK; K ; A(X ); A(Y )]chain :
So there is a relative chain homotopy H from (A( Og); A(g)) to (k; A(g)) restricted to
(CK; K). Let H Og be the relative chain homotopy which corresponds to G Og. It goes from
(CU ( Og); CU (g)) ◦ (0CP‘(pn); 0P‘(pn))
to (0X ;0Y )◦ (A( Og); A(g)) restricted to CK; K . The relative chain homotopy H ′Og=H Og+
(0X ;0Y )◦H deforms (CU ( Og); CU (g))◦ (0CP‘(pn); 0P‘(pn)) to (0X ;0Y )◦ (k; A(g)).
There is a relative algebra homotopy which corresponds to H ′Og. This shows that (k; A(g))
is a model for ( Og; g).
Lemma 3.2. Let h1 be as above. A model for h1 may be chosen so that
A(h1) (y1 − y2) =
q∑
k=1
xk + v modpn
holds with v in TV0.
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Proof. The model is pieced together from A(C3∇q) on A (top cone) and from A(H1)
on A (bottom cone). Note that the second map has image in TV0 = A(W0). Clearly,
A(3∇q) may be chosen to map x to ∑qk=1 zk and Ox to ∑qk=1 Ozk . Write
A
(
C
q∨
k=1
P|w1|(pn)
)
= T (x1; Ox1 : : : xq; Oxq; z1; Oz1 : : : zq; Ozq)
with @xi = zi + pn Oxi; @ Oxi = − Oxi. Consider the extension of A(3∇q) to a morphism
from T (x; Ox; y1; Oy 1) to A(C
∨q
k=1 P
|w1|(pn)) which is de6ned by k(y1) =
∑q
k=1 xk and
k( Oy 1) =
∑q
k=1 Oxk . This de6nes an Adams–Hilton model for (C3∇q; 3∇q). By the
patching property we are done.
The Whitehead product with coeNcients in Z=pnZ is induced by a map
w˜s; t :Ps+t−1(pn)→ Ps(pn) ∨ Pt(pn):
As in [1] one shows that, up to the sign (−1)s, a model of w˜s; t maps the top degree
generators to the graded commutator of the top degree generators in the target algebra.
The next lemma will help us to understand models in a situation where a Whitehead
product is trivial because one of the factors is trivial. We put ws; t = (−1)s w˜s; t .
Lemma 3.3. For any extension
id :CP‘(pn)→ CP‘(pn);
O)n :CP‘−1(pn)→ CP‘(pn);
Ows; t :CPs+t−1(pn)→ C(Ps(pn)) ∨ Pt(pn);
of, respectively, id; )n; ws; t , where all Moore spaces are simply connected, there are
models of the following form:
(a) A(id) = idA(CP‘(pn));
(b) A( O)n) :T (x; Ox; y; Oy)→ T (a; Oa; b; Ob),
A( O)n)(y) =− Ob,
A( O)n)( Oy) = 0;
(c) A( Ows; t) :T (x; Ox; y; Oy)→ T (a; Oa; b; Ob) ∗ T (c; Oc) = A(CPs(pn) ∗ A(Pt(pn))
A( Ows; t)(y) = [b; Oc]; A( Ows; t)( Oy) = [ Ob; c] + (−1)|b|[b; Oc],
where all algebras have the obvious di;erentials.
Proof. This follows directly from 3.1.
Lemma 3.4. There is a pair map (h2; id) : (Cj# ; W0)→ (Cf;W0) which admits a model
(A(h2); id) such that
A(h2)(xk) = ,nk [v
k0
1 ; v
k1
0 ; : : : ] mod p
n
holds.
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Proof. By the patching property, it is enough to consider each j#k . Write j#k as (f; g)◦
(()n)A; 1) ◦ws; t ◦ ,nk(−1)A where A∈{0; 1}, g represents %[vk10 ; : : : ], and s+ t= |w1|+1.
Consider an extension hk2 of i ◦ j#k of the form
(idCPs(pn); g) ◦ (()n)A; 1) ◦ Ows; t ◦ C,nk(−1)A:
Take models of O)n and Ows; t as in 3.3, and for A(g) the iterated commutator map. The
assertion follows from the e3ect on the generators given in 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. The generators of
H∗(P|w1|(pn); Z=pnZ) ⊆ H∗(3P|w1|(pn); Z=pnZ)
are represented by y1−y2; Oy 1− Oy 2 in our model. Take -n= h2 ◦ h1 with h1 as in 3.2,
and h2 as in 3.4. We 6nd
H∗(h1;Z=pn)(y1 − y2) =
( q∑
k−1
xk + v
)
and
H∗(h2;Z=pn)
( q∑
k−1
xk + v
)
=
q∑
k=1
,nk [v
k0
1 ; v
k1
0 ; : : : ] + v
which proves the lemma.
4. Proof of Theorems 3 and 4
To prepare for the proof, we recall the following notions and results from [19]. In
this section the ground ring R will be Z(p) or Z=pZ. Let (BW; d) be a di3erential
graded commutative algebra over R which is free on a graded R-free module W of
6nite type concentrated in dimensions ¿ 2. Write d|W =
∑∞
i=1 di, with di :W → BiW
where BiW is the submodule spanned by the products of elements of W of length i.
We remind the reader that the number N has been de6ned in Theorem 2.
Denition 4.1. The algebra (BW; d) is called minimal if d1 ⊗ Z=pZ= 0.
The quadratic part d2 of d induces on L := HomR (s−1W;Z=pZ) the structure of
a graded Lie algebra. Let m6N and consider the object LV; @ of Lm−1r−1 (Z(p)) which
represents the 6nite type space X ∈CWmr (Z(p)). Moreover, let C∗(LV; @) denote the
cochains on the dg Lie algebra (LV; @). There is then a minimal model, i.e. a minimal
algebra BW; d and a quism C :BW; d→ C∗(LV; @); see [19] for all this. Furthermore,
there are isomorphisms of algebras resp. Hopf algebras (see [19, 10.6, Theorem b])
H∗(X ;R) ∼= H∗(BW );
H∗(X ;Z=pZ) ∼= UL;
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where U is the universal enveloping functor. By [19] (1.13) for any R-free dg Lie
algebra (L; d), there is an isomorphism
H∗(C∗(L; d)) ∼= ExtUL(R; R):
It follows that C∗(−) respects quisms between R-free objects, since ExtUL(R; R) does
so [19](A.10).
Lemma 4.2. Let X be as in Theorems 3 and 4 and let the object LV of Lm−1r−1 (Z(p))
represent X . Then C∗(H∗(LV ;Z=pZ)) denes a minimal model over Z=pZ for C∗(LV⊗
Z=pZ; @⊗ 1).
Proof. Let ’ : LV⊗Z=pZ→ H∗(LV ;Z=pZ) be a map of dg Lie algebras which induces
an isomorphism on homology. Then C∗(’) induces an isomorphism on cohomology by
the remark above. The di3erential of the cochains on a dg Lie algebra L has two parts.
One is linear and the other one is quadratic. The former is induced by the di3erential
on L and the later by the bracket. Consequently, C∗(H∗(LV ;Z=pZ)) is a minimal
purely quadratic algebra and we may put C = C∗(’).
Lemma 4.3. The Lie algebra L for X as in Theorems 3 and 4 is generated in
dimensions 6m− 1.
Proof. The map ’ is an epimorphism. Since LV is generated in dimensions 6m− 1
the assertion is clear.
Proof of Theorems 3 and 4. We apply again the criterium for decomposition from [8].
By Scheerer and TanrPe[29] (Proposition 1), the homomorphism
h1 : ∗(X ;Z=pZ)→ PrH∗(X ;Z=pZ)
is an isomorphism for ∗6m − 1. In [29], this is only stated for r¿ 2 but the same
proof works under our divisibility assumption spelled out in the de6nition of N . By
an easy diagram chase, hr induces an isomorphism onto the primitives in ErH (X ) in
dimensions less than m− 1 and an epimorphism in dimension m− 1. Note that
E1H (X ) = E
∞
H (X ) or E
1
H (X ) = E
n
H (X )
and En+1H (X ) = 0, by our assumption. Since L is generated in dimensions 6m −
1; ErH (X ) is generated by im h
r . This proves the theorems.
5. Examples
In this section we give examples of some spaces to which our theorems apply. The
6rst one is a twisted form of the product of two wedges of Moore spaces. We assume
from now on that all examples are in CWmr (Z(p)).
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Example 1. Let W 10 ; W
2
0 be wedge products of Moore spaces of type p
n and let W0 =
W 10 ∨W 20 . Let
f :3−1W 10 ∧W 20 =W1 → W0
be the sum w+ - with w the generalized Whitehead product [10] of the inclusions of
W 10 and W
2
0 into W0 and - any map to W
2
0 . An application of [3] (3.1, 3.2) shows
that H∗(Cf;Z=pZ) = UL, i.e. the vector space W is trivial or, in the terminology
of [3], f is strongly free. In fact, there is an isomorphism of vector spaces
H∗(Cf;Z=pZ) ∼= H∗(W 10 ;Z=pZ)⊗ H∗(W 20 ;Z=pZ):
If - = 0, the multiplication is twisted. To be more precise, H∗(Cf;Z=pZ) is, as a
Hopf algebra, isomorphic to the semi-tensor product
H∗(W 10 ;Z=pZ) H∗(W 20 ;Z=pZ)
cf. [2]. The action of the Bockstein respects the tensor product decomposition and this
shows that H˜∗(Cf;Z(p)) is a free Z=pnZ-module.
Our next example is again a twisted standard construction. But this time the attaching
map is not strongly free. So the argument which shows that the loop space homology
is Z=pnZ-free is more subtle.
Example 2. Let
W0 =W 10 ∨W 20 ∨W 30 = P2k1 (pn) ∨ P2k2 (pn) ∨ (P2k3 (pn) ∨ P2k4 (pn))
and let
W1 = 3−1W 10 ∧W 10 ∨ 3−1W 20 ∧W 20 ∨ 3−1W 30 ∧W 30 :
Choose f to be (w1;2; w1;3 + -; w2;3 + -), where wi;j are the generalized Whitehead
products of the inclusions of Wi0 and W
j
0 into W0, and where - is the generalized
Whitehead product of the inclusions of the two factors into W 30 . Let us now show that
H˜∗(Cf;Z(p)) is Z=pnZ-free. Similarly as above, as a graded vector space, the degree
0 part UL is isomorphic to
H∗(W 10 ;Z=pZ)⊗ H∗(W 20 ;Z=pZ)⊗ H∗(W 30 ;Z=pZ)
and the Bockstein acts diagonal. So the claim is correct for the degree zero part.
Next we deal with the degree 1 part. By Anick [2] (3.7.) the bigraded vector spaces
H∗(Cf;Z=pZ) and H∗(T1(W 10 ; W 20 ; W 30 );Z=pZ) are isomorphic. Here T1 denotes the
fat wedge, i.e. the subspace of the product formed by the elements with at least one
coordinate at the base point. Write W resp. W ′ for the degree 1 part of this Hopf
algebras.
By Baues et al. [11] and Felix and Thomas [18], W and W ′ are free left and right
UL and
UL′ ∼= H∗
(
3∏
i=1
Wi0;Z=pZ
)
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modules, respectively. Now the UL′ module W ′ is well known due to the work of
Porter [27]. It is free on a vector space K ′ isomorphic to
H˜∗(3−2W 10 ∧W 20 ∧W 30 ;Z=pZ):
To see this one could also use the formula for the Hilbert series of the degree one part
given in [6]. A counting argument shows that W ∼= UL⊗ K with K ∼= K ′ as graded
vector spaces. We will show that K is represented in LV ⊗ Z=pnZ by an --twisted
form of a third-order Whitehead product. We also show that K ∼= K ′ as dg vector
spaces, with the di3erential given by the Bockstein. In view of the KRunneth theorem,
it suNces to prove that, as a graded abelian group, H˜∗(Cf;Z(p)) is isomorphic to
H˜∗(T1(W 10 ; W
2
0 ; W
3
0 );Z(p)). Hence, by Porter’s result in [27], it is Z=pnZ-free.
Let ai resp. Oai ∈ LV (i∈{1; 2; 3}) correspond to the inclusion of Wi0 into W0 resp. to
the Bockstein )n of such an inclusion. Write
a3 = b+ c; Oa3 = Ob+ Oc;
where b; c resp. Ob; Oc correspond to the inclusion of P2k3 (p
n); P2k4 (p
n) in W 30 resp. )
n of
these inclusions. By our choice of f and the representability of Hurewicz images of
Samelson products by commutators, there are
ci; j ; Oci; j ∈V1; i ¡ j; i∈{1; 2}; j∈{1; 2; 3; 4};
such that the following holds in LV ⊗ Z=pnZ:
@c1;2 = [a1; a2];
@c1;3 = [a1; b] + [b; c];
@c1;4 = [a1; c] + [b; c];
@c2;3 = [a2; b] + [b; c];
@c2;4 = [a2; c] + [b; c]:
The elements @ Oci; j are determined by the relation )nci; j = Oci; j. Note that the rank of K
in the top dimension is two.
Consider the following two elements in LV ⊗ Z=pnZ of degree 1:
A= [b; c1;2] + [a1; c2;3]− [a2; c1;3] + [c1;4; b]− [c1;3; c]− [c2;4; b] + [c2;3; c];
B= [c; c1;2] + [a1; c2;4]− [a2; c1;4] + [c1;4; b]− [c1;3; c]− [c2;4; b] + [c2;3; c]:
An easy computation involving the Jacobi identity shows that @A= @B=0. Since A; B
are no boundaries they generate K in the top dimension. If - were trivial the 6rst three
terms would represent the top part of the universal third-order Whitehead product.
So the last four terms are added to compensate the --twisting, i.e. to produce a cycle.
Inspection shows that )nA and )nB are non-trivial. Similar formulas give representatives
for the lower classes in K and show that K is acyclic under )n.
Our next result tells us which Lie algebras give rise to coformal spaces in CWmr (Z(p)).
To formulate it, we need the notion of a minimal dg Lie algebra.
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Let LV; @ be a dg Lie algebra which is free as a graded Lie algebra on the graded
Z(p)-free module V which is concentrated in dimensions ¿ 1. Write @|V =
∑∞
i=1 @i with
@i :V → LiV , where LiV is spanned by the brackets in V of length i.
Denition 5.1. The dg Lie algebra (LV; @) is called minimal if
@1 ⊗ Z=pZ= 0:
It is called decomposable if @1 = 0.
The proof of the following proposition which is dual to the result for commutative
dg algebras in [19] is straightforward and left as an exercise.
Proposition 5.2. Let r¿ 2. For every dg Lie algebra of nite type (L; @) over Z(p)
which is r−1-reduced and Z(p)-free there exists a minimal model, i.e. a minimal Lie
algebra (LV; @) together with a quism ’ to (L; @).
In general a minimal model is not unique. But if two minimal models of 6nity type
are in Lm−1r−1 (Z(p)) with m6N , then they are isomorphic. We will not use this result.
The following proposition produces a lot of examples of Z=pZ-coformal spaces in
CWmr (Z(p)) whose loop spaces decompose as products with factors in S.
Proposition 5.3. Let r¿ 1. Let L be a graded Lie algebra which is r-reduced, and
Z(p)-free of nite type. Assume that H∗(C∗(L; 0)) is zero for ∗¿N and Z(p)-free
otherwise. Then any minimal model of L is decomposable and is an object in
Lm−1r−1 (Z(p)) with m= N .
Proof. Let (LV; @) ’→ (L; 0) be a minimal model. Then ’ induces a quism
ULV ⊗ Z=pZ U’⊗1→ UL⊗ Z=pZ:
By Halperin and Lemaire [20](A.8), there are isomorphisms of graded vector spaces
V ⊗ Z=pZ ∼= s−1H˜∗(BVUL⊗ Z=pZ);
H∗(V ⊗Q; @1 ⊗ 1) ∼= s−1H˜∗(BVUL⊗Q);
where BV denotes the dual of the bar construction. (Here we use that every object in
sight is of 6nite type). On the other hand, in view of [19](1.13.), there are isomorphisms
H∗(C∗(L⊗ Z=pZ)) ∼= H∗(BVUL⊗ Z=pZ);
H∗(C∗(L⊗Q)) ∼= H∗(BVUL⊗Q):
But dimZ=pZ(H∗(C∗(L⊗ Z=pZ)) = dimQ(H∗(C∗(L⊗Q)) because H∗(C∗(L)) is
Z(p)-free. It follows that @1⊗ 1=0 on V ⊗Q, and so (LV; @) is indeed decomposable.
Since H∗(C∗(L)) is concentrated in dimensions between r + 1 and m, we 6nd that
(LV; @) is an object of Lm−1r−1 (Z(p)).
So every Lie algebra as in 5.3, determines, up to homotopy equivalence, a Z=pZ-
coformal space in CWmr (Z(p)).
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